
THE TEACHING BACKWARDS TOPIC PLANNER GUIDE

THE LINK

How does this topic/module link backwards 
with prior learning?

How does this topic/module link forward to future learning
/ other topics?

TOPIC / MODULE TITLE

CLASS

What the topic covers/entails):

DURATION

PRE-ASSESSMENT

Pre-assessment acvity?  

Results of pre-assessment acvity:

CHALLENGE

What challenge(s) will best match with the 
success criteria? How will these challenges 
engage learners?

LOOKING FOR PROOF

What proof will you have as a teacher that 
progress is being made?

FEEDBACK

What will be the key feedback points during 
the topic?  What feedback norms will be
established?

CATERing for Learners

How will you CATER for all learners?
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DEMYSTIFYING THE DESTINATION

What will ‘perfect’ or ‘excellent’ look like for this topic?

How will each learner be clear about success throughout the topic
(e.g. success criteria, steps to success, rubric etc)?

IN A NUTSHELL...



Topic in a nutshell (50 words maximum).  
What’s this topic about?  What are the big 
ideas or quesons within it?

Where does this module fit with the longer term 
learning journey of the learners?  

These will be the challenges that learners will need to 
overcome to demonstrate the proofs above.  These 
challenges should be synchronous with pre-assessment 
data (box 3) and the learner desnaon (box 4). 
Thought has also been put into how the challenges can 
be made more engaging for learners. 

 What will be the key feedback points for learners to get 
feedback?  For example: - feedback from learners aer 
using the ‘ingredients’ grid to crique exemplar work to 
establish whether learners are clear on the key features 
of ‘great work’.  Another example might be aer learners 
have completed dra one of an essay.  Precise dates and 
mings required within this box.  Here we also ask you 
toto think about the norms that your classroom may have 
adopted for feedback between learners and between 
teacher and learners such as ‘kind, helpful and specific.’

              What is the starng KASH (knowledge, 
         a tudes, skills and habits) of learners? What  
knowledge, skills and understanding do they already 
have?  How can you ensure that you find out? 

TThis secon would include the pre-assessment 
acvies the teacher will need to use to establish the 
starng points of all learners.

For example: Concept map | Knowledge grid | 
Contextual awareness check | Structured observaon | 
KWL | Quiz/test

NNote there is also a space for summarizing the learning 
from the pre-assessment.  This helps you to record the 
possible gaps that exist with learners.

 
Teacher - What are the objecves of the module?  What KASH will 
learners have at upon reaching the desnaon?  What will they 
need to know, understand and do (i.e. skills) by the end of the 
module?  Ensuring this is focused and clearly defined is essenal to 
effecve backward planning.  

FFor example:
• Enquiry or ‘Ferle’ queson?
• What skills will learners have gained?
• What knowledge and understanding will learners have gained?
• What are the key steps in achieving this desnaon?

Learners - What will be available so learners have the same clarity 
about the desnaon and the journey?
FFor example:
• Checklists
• Rubrics
• Process map e.g. tube line
• Exemplars (both good and poor)

               How will you use the following to ensure appropriate 
challenge for all.  Using the informaon from the pre-assessment, 
how will you CATER for the needs of all learners?  

CATER stands for:
Community - how will learners support themselves and their peers 
Adult Assistance - What specific roles will teacher/TAs play in 
supporng all?
TTasks - How will tasks be differenated for the needs of all?
Extension - What opportunies exist for extension to raise the 
level of challenge?
Resources - what resources would be needed to support/stretch 
all learners?

                  What will learners need to be able to do or 
             say that proves they have reached the 
desnaon?  How will this be measured?  What are the 
key quesons that need to be answered?

For example:
• Learning performances, e.g. a presentaon
•• Physical outcome e.g. for art/technology
• Test scores
• Effect size
• End of unit exam/test
• Essay or other form of wrien ‘evidence’
• Learners oral responses 


